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LANDSCAPE GARDENERS
TREE SURGEONS
ORCHARDISTS

ROBERT H. FORMAN
Landscape Planters
1711 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D.C.
NEW PLANTINGS

A new home not planted is unfinished. Tasteful exterior decoration with shrubs, evergreens and flowers is a necessary step toward completion. It is not essential that the house be surrounded by plants, but rather a few well related groups, properly placed.

OLD PLANTINGS

A planting grown tall and unsightly is little better than none at all. Reorganization by transplanting and pruning often produces wonderful results. Frequently the material is good but improperly located, and unless the plants are very large and out of proportion, reorganization will effectively adjust matters.

MOVING LARGE TREES

Age and dignity may be added almost over night by the use of large evergreens and shade trees in sizes from 30 to 60 feet. We have successfully shifted many large specimens.
BOXWOOD

Perhaps the finest of all plants indigenous to this climate is Buxus Sempervirens in variety. Boxwood adds charm and colonial dignity in a manner difficult to explain, but which cannot be secured by the use of any other material. We handle a great deal of Boxwood and can arrange to ship large and small specimens to distant points if desired.

GENERAL LANDSCAPE WORK

We undertake all types of garden and estate development such as grading, lawn seeding, woodlot forestry, drive, walk and wall construction, maintenance, etc. We handle plants of all kinds for every purpose. We appreciate orders or inquiries at any time.

TREE SURGERY, FRUIT TREES, Etc.

Our service includes treatment for shade and fruit tree diseases, insect visitation and other injuries.

THE GARDEN SUPPLY CO.

This branch of our business provides for the furnishing of every conceivable accessory or other equipment necessary for the beautification or maintenance of grounds or garden.
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